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Outline

• Bias is both morally and epistemically bad thing.

• Descartes suggests a picture of knowledge that enables a 
procedural test for epistemic virtue.

• But Wittgenstein proposes an opposing view of ‘hinges’ which are 
held certain without justification, undermining a procedural test 
for bias.

• I propose a (fairly) novel view hinges…

• And suggest a piecemeal approach to distinguishing biases from 
hinges.



Bias as an evaluative and epistemic vice

• Bias is a morally bad thing. But it is also epistemically flawed.

• Definitions of bias typically connect it to prejudice and offer both 
evaluative and procedural accounts of it. 

– A strong inclination of the mind or a preconceived opinion 
about something or someone. 

– A way considered to be unfair.

– A particular tendency, trend, inclination, feeling, or opinion, 
especially one that is preconceived or unreasoned. 

– Preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual 
experience.



The Cartesian ideal of individual rational autonomy

• It is now some years since I detected how many were the false beliefs that I 

had from my earliest youth admitted as true, and how doubtful was 

everything I had since constructed on this basis; and from that time I was 

convinced that I must once [and] for all seriously undertake to rid myself of 

all the opinions which I had formerly accepted, and commence to build 

anew from the foundation, if I wanted to establish any firm and permanent 

structure in the sciences… To-day, then, since very opportunely for the plan 

I have in view, I have delivered my mind from every care [and am happily 

agitated by no passions] and since I have procured for myself an assured 

leisure in a peaceable retirement, I shall at last seriously and freely address 

myself to the general upheaval of all my former opinions. (Descartes 
1911)



The Cartesian ideal of individual rational autonomy

• Epistemic good standing is a matter for assessment by an 
individual rational subject. (Contrast, eg, the C18 rise of laboratory 
science.)

• The status of every belief can be assessed and justified. (For 
Descartes, en masse via scepticism leading to a strategic retreat to 
the ‘cogito’ and then rebuilding via theological good intent.)

• Against that picture, bias is a procedural failure: holding beliefs 
without the proper individualistic pedigree.

– Hence possible procedural test?



A contrasting view: Bias as an epistemic method

• The term “bias,” as it is commonly used, implies something 

morally or rationally negative. I mean to use the term in its more 

general, normatively neutral sense, as meaning “a tendency; an 

inclination of temperament or outlook.”… I am counting as a 

“bias” any structure, database, or inferential disposition that serves 

in a non-evidential way to reduce hypothesis space to a tractable 

size. Biases, in this sense, may be propositions explicitly 

represented in the mind, or they may be propositional content 

realized only implicitly, in the structure of a cognitive mechanism. 

(Antony 2016: 161) 



Wittgenstein on hinges

• §105 All testing, all confirmation and disconfirmation of a hypothesis takes place 
already within a system. And this system is not a more of less arbitrary and doubtful 
point of departure for all our arguments: no, it belongs to the essence of what we call 
an argument. The system is not so much the point of departure, as the element in 
which arguments have their life. 

• §341 That is to say, the questions that we raise and our doubts depend on the fact 
that some propositions are exempt from doubt, are as it were like hinges on which 
those turn.

• §342 That is to say, it belongs to the logic of our scientific investigations that certain 
things are in deed not doubted. 

• §343 But it isn’t that the situation is like this: We just can’t investigate everything, 
and for that reason we are forced to rest content with assumption. If I want the door 
to turn, the hinges must stay put.

• §344 My life consists in my being content to accept many things. (Wittgenstein 1969)



Wittgenstein on hinges

• Hinges are

– removed from the game of giving and asking for justifications

– a motley of different sorts of ‘claims’

– but not claims we actually make

– typically inherited as part of a picture of the world

– certain and therefore (traditionally) not known.

– (doppelgangers of hinges can be questioned and justified in some 
circumstances.)

• They do not fit the Cartesian ideal of individual rational autonomy.

• So, epistemically / procedurally, biases look like hinges.



(Testimony

• Is there other reason to reject the Cartesian ideal of individual rational 
autonomy?

• Testimony also does not fit the Cartesian ideal.

• When all goes well, a knowledgeable subject can pass on their knowledge 
to a recipient.

• Knowledge ‘rubs off on others like a contagious disease’.

• Apparently and pre-philosophically, the recipient need not check –
independently – the reliability of their source.

• But: testimony comprises knowledge. What of hinges?)



The traditional reading of hinges

• ‘Traditionally’, Wittgenstein claims that knowledge ≠ certainty.

• Hinges are certain but not known.

• In fact, it’s hard to say what our attitude to hinges is: ‘All psychological 
terms merely distract us from the thing that really matters.’ §459.

• Moyal-Sharrock: hinges are not propositions because they cannot be false.

• Pritchard: hinges are propositional but not knowledge-apt beliefs.

• Avrum Stroll and Norman Malcolm: hinges are animal certainties.

• All of these seem to put hinges outside rational appraisal. But if biases 
resemble hinges, that undermines rational appraisal of biases too. 

– Just what we do.



Against the traditional reading of hinges

• While certainty need not imply knowledge, knowledge is certain. Cf Oxford 
Realism.

• Proposal: Hinges can be known despite violating the Cartesian ideal of 
individual rational autonomy.

• Although not held because of a justification, they are part of the space of 
reasons.

• So what is the difference between implicit bias and (known) hinges?



The space of reasons, the Good and the True

• If Wittgenstein is correct, hinges are/can be epistemically virtuous. They 
are necessary for inquiry.

• We cannot conduct Descartes’ wholesale review of our beliefs.

– Holding some things to be true is a necessary condition for the 
sense/meaning of inquiry.

– Genuine hinges comprise a ‘motley’ so there’s no test based on ‘shape’.

• So how can we distinguish biases and hinges?

• Not by any general procedural test. Being an untested assumption need
not be a vice. But it can be a vice in virtue of its content and consequences.

• Ontologically, the difference between a bias and a hinge depends on 
whether it really tracks the Good or the True.



Operationalising the difference?

• So we need to inquire into the presuppositions and consequences of biases 
/ bad hinges, piecemeal. Do they track the Good and the True?

• An epistemic suggestion: 

– Hinges are contingent but basic.

– Test: what would it be for this putative hinge/bias not to hold?

– ‘This is a hand’ underpins a technique we can describe.

• An evaluative suggestion:

– How can we answer whether this tracks the Good and the True: ‘Blessed 
are the peace-makers’?

– Seen as a hinge, it underpins a ‘technique’, of sorts.

– The self-conscious adoption of a conception of the Good life.



Conclusions

• Implicit biases are akin to ‘bad’ hinges, about which inquiry turns.

• There is no determinate procedural test for the distinction between a bias 
and a hinge.

– There is no wholesale Cartesian recipe for eliminating bias.

– Implicit bias is the norm and hence difficult to eliminate.

• Things are worse on a traditional interpretation (of LW) in which hinges are 
certainties rather than items of knowledge and hence extra-rational.

• But if hinges can be known then we might address bias by a self-conscious 
piecemeal examination of the justification and consequences of apparent 
hinges.
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